NSF Discovery Informatics Workshop, February 2-3, 2012

Plenary Session on What We Have Learned So Far from the Workshop

Combined notes from Karsten Steinhaeuser, Haym Hirsh, and Paolo CIccarese

Yolanda Gil:
1. Interest from NSF and government
2. Lots of lessons learned, how can we get that
3. The why now slide, items from Hod and Steve Sawyer who I would not have met otherwise

Larry Hunter:
1. User-centered design is important to this community, and I need to read more Steve Sawyer
2. New tools (e.g., IRC) for collaborative work and Mendeley for bibliography management
3. NSF might actually fund my work since, while the applications are biomedical, the computer science is generalizable and may be of interest to them

Susan Davidson:
1. Didn't know that the distinction between science and discovery was so important.
2. I found the challenges in social science "discovery" extremely interesting... and would like to follow up on them!

Raul Valdes:
1. I learned that way-more scientists use discovery tools than there are computational scientists who can hand-hold them.
2. Science needs "TurboTax-style" discovery tools that (1) understand scientists' workflows; (2) are expert, automated guides; and (3) are really, really simple to use.

Paolo Ciccarese:
1. Importance of usability and user centered design
2. Trade-off between formal representations and the effort they take, can we quantify/formalize that?

Helena Deus:
1. Formal knowledge representation is really important, but as a starting point, not an endpoint
2. Don't ask scientists what tools they need because they don't know
3. Workflow can be used not only for integrating computational tasks, but human tasks as well

Nigam Shah:
1. “Discovery” has many meanings
2. Trade-off between formal representation and its ROI
3. Demonstrating / evaluating impact in the absence of a science partner is tricky
4. Failure analysis is important

Karsten Steinhaeuser:
1. I did not realize there had been so many "success stories" in other science domains -- helps misperception that CS is 'just a service'
2. I wasn't aware of the many different working definitions of "discovery" -- the first hour felt like trying to define and scope
3. Realized how little attention I have paid to knowledge representation -- we often just "make it work" for the task at hand

Loren Terveen:
1. Many people did not know of success stories
2. We all have unique knowledge
3. Hard to work together when people have diverse backgrounds

Evelyne Viegas:
1. Importance of discovery for so many people
2. Importance of social computing
3. Contrast between industry and academia: a) in industry anyone can be an innovator

Alex Schliep:
1. Breadth of expertise, but have the same type of problems
2. We know we *should* use data formalism, but usually do it quick and dirty
3. Bioinformatics has lots of nice tools, but many of them don’t get used very much -- user-centered design could help this

Vipin Kumar:
1. Breadth of interests, not just data mining and machine learning
2. So much in common among people working with very different scientific disciplines
3. So many other aspects to informatics I did not know about where DM/ML can help
4. We need more success stories to change perception that computer science is a service

Yan Liu:
1. Not satisfied solving focused problem with narrow focus -- trying to help the broader community
2. Difficult to find scientist willing to work with
3. Take advantage of the social revolution to connect the right people, define problems

Carla Gomes:
1. Great workshop organization, gather input ahead of time
2. Learned a lot about other systems, new definitions -- especially social computing
3. Surprised not too many people mentioned reasoning and inference
4. Human computation as a way of doing reasoning is an interesting concept, coupling with machines using the strengths of each

Phil Bourne:
1. It's amazing that we're still talking about developing discovery tools when we should really be developing them -- lot of time wasted
2. We need discovery tools to make discoveries which will lead to more discovery tools
3. Learned a bit about inductive inference
4. We need to better understand our failures (and our successes) to move things forward
5. [cautious] Successes of CI may be overstated
6. We are at a tipping point, not clear what the catalyst to push it over is
7. Role of cognition research important
8. TurboTax analogy good, but not sufficient for scientists

Pat Langley:
1. People were far less focused on induction from large data sets, and more balanced in their concerns, than I expected.
2. Surprised that people weren't more aware of the rich history and success stories
3. The search metaphor was missing: how to constrain search space
4. Analyses of the entire scientific process can serve as organizing frameworks for research on computational discovery.

Chris Schunn:
1. Fragmentation in computational sciences is worse than I thought
2. All of NSF already knows that domain scientists should be on teams [oozing sarcasm]

Steve Sawyer:
1. Feel like kid invited to Santa's workshop, allowed to see how toys are made -- good thing
2. Surprised by thoughtful computation attempts to aid science
3. Happy that it did not turn into a BIG DATA discussion
4. Did not realize there would be such a focus on models
5. Really like the idea of turbo-science. Not necessarily for top-end scientists but great way to get people in, educational tool
6. How do we improve collaboration tools (among humans but also human-machine)
7. Impressed by efforts to broaden participation in science

Alex Szalay:
1. Metrics for success in discovery are hard to define
2. Discovery is a diverse concept
3. Many issues more sociological than technological
4. Nice to see emphasis on social computing
5. There is a lot of work to be done in terms of model improvements
6. Emphasis on simplicity and usability, e.g., user interfaces
7. There is still no killer app

Cecilia Aragon:
1. Nice to see so many people come at it from different angles - props to Yolanda and Haym
2. Happy to see wider acceptance of the importance of user-centered design
3. Domain scientist should be on CS team? often other way around

Liz Bradley:
1. Learned that the command line is an even worse interface than I thought
2. Did not know so many people cared about the different definitions of "discovery", "models", "representation", etc.

Huan Liu:
1. So many different definitions of discovery
2. So much interesting social computing, but also very high expectations of social computing
3. Social computing may be able to discover global knowledge from local information in tangible ways

David Jensen:
1. More people interested in DI than I thought -- we may have a community here, opportunity for cross-fertilization
2. Lack of entire scientific fields using (even primitive) tools for DI
3. Incentives for participation really seems like an important issue. Researchers may not *want* to share workflows, data, and tools.  They may see these as their competitive advantage.
4. Equivalence classes that may correspond to disciplines may be useful for generalization

Andrey Rzhetsky:
1. Surprised about focus on success stories, should learn from failures
2. Surprised how different we are, how disciplines think about each other
3. Interesting how group dynamics effect outcomes -- would it be different in virtual space?

Hod Lipson:
1. This whole project is a meta scientific problem, surprised there hasn't been more attention. basics still not nailed down.
2. So much leverage if we can automate routine tasks
3. Scientific process much more nonlinear, stoachastic than we acknowledge, should affect how we go about it
4. "Democratization of discovery", we are people on an island waiting while there is a tsunami approaching -- garage science has potential to be much more productive (bigger bang for buck), only a matter of time until NSF realizes this
5. Problem of finding the interesting, NON-trivial thing in the data. It's not "search", google is an extension of how people think but not enough, tools don't add value if they don't produce something new
6. TurboTax is the wrong goal: competing with industry a mistake, they'll do it better. we need to focus on the hard problem of discovery of new knowledge

Kerstin Kleese Van Dam:
1. Second Hod's about Google-analogy, need tools that produce something NEW
2. Surprised to see focus on long tail of science, would have had different focus if domain scientists included in this workshop
3. Surprised that people still have difficulty finding scientists to collaborate
4. Strong emphasis on biology, in opposition to other meetings where the physical sciences dominate

Miriah Meyer:
1. Nice to see visualization recognized, DI great "sanbox" for viz research
2. Nice to see many people thinking about usability, user-centered design
3. Lots of people with lots of different aspects

Haym Hirsch:
1. Pleasantly surprised that GalaxyZoo, FoldIt were instantly recognized
2. Happy to see people thinking about interaction between models and data, the process between -- routine in DM
3. Pleased about the long tail of science -- like the "dark science" eaxmple
4. Focus on people, human bottleneck in accelerating science is misleading -- prefer "impendence mismatch" between cognition and computation

Will Bridewell:
1. Surprised to see the cartoon model of science - prefer quantum version
2. Lots of people are intersted in incentivizing the use of science tools, but should be built in up front, e.g., at proposal stage, when initiating collaboration
3. There was not a lot of talk about social and political aspects of science, can DI do anything to help break down social/policital barriers in science -- wider peer review? use technology to change social/political structure and perception of science?

